THE DISTRIBUTION OF A PRODUCT OF n INDEPENDENT RANDOM VARIABLES WITH GENERALIZED GAMMA DISTRIBUTION
In [4] iomnicki has found the density of a product of n independent random variables with the same one-parameter gamma distribution of the form x p~^e~x /r(p).In the present paper we find the density of a product of n independent random variables with distinct three-parameter gamma distributions of the form:
where p. oc>0 fb=»0 <x < +00 , [4]»
We shall make use of Mellin's transformation. It is known that if X is a positive random variable with density f(x), then the function of a complex variable s = c + it 00 Consider now a product of n independent random variables Z « TT X, j-1 * with generalized gamma distributions, whose densities are expressed by the formula
where j=»1,2,... ,n, p.j oc>0, b.j 0, 0 < < + oo .
We shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem. If independent random variables Xj = 1,2,...,n) have generalized gamma distributions dJeifined by formula (4), then the density of the product Z = 7T X^ is equal to Meijer's function G r n o oc ° 0 lb"
multiplied by a norming constant C, where
Since the random variables X^. are independent, it follows that the Mellin transform of the random variable Z is equal to the product of the Mellin transforms of Xj. Hence we obtain " b.^r ( p3 + a -1) h"(s) = 7T -^
"oc" where O^m ^q, 0 ^ n ^p,the polea of the function r(l..-s) ahould not coincide with the polea of the function T (1-a^+s) at any valuea ;j,k (j=1,2,,..,m; k = 1,2,...,n).The curve L is aelected in auch a way that it goea from -oo to + oo and the polea of T (1 -a k + s) lie on ita left aide whereaa the Polea of r (bj -a) lie on ita right aide. If m = q or n =p, then the empty product appearing in the denominator of formula (7) ia defined to be equal to 1. Then the integral in (7) is convergent if p+q 2(m+n) f | arg x| «= (m+n -^p -|q)77 .
C-too
In our caae the above conditiona are aatiafied; in fact, we have b m = q = U , n = p , x =» ^ . z.
Consequently, formula (6) can be written in the form 0 n / \ »«l Pno f i giiZ) a i/ot" /-r U * TT.rCPjfa) j=1
Pi -1 P--1 1 -^V-1 -^^>. (8) In the caae where p q the Meijer function (7) can be transformed into itself but with p < q by means of the following identity 
